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NATIONAL SECURITY AND CONDUCT IN THE STEEL
GRAY MARKET
LOUIS KRIESBERG
Columbia Uniucr.ritj

F

01,LOWING the outbreak of hostilities in
Korea, in June, 1950, scare-buying and
hoarding caused prices to rise rapidly in
in the United States. On July 19, 1950, President
Truman spoke to the nation.
Every businessman who is trying to profiteer in time of
national danger and every person who is trying to get
more than his neighbor is doing just exactly the thing
that any enemy of his country would want him to do.

I n November 1950, the Korean conflict took a
grave turn for the United States and the United
Nations; Communist China joined the fighting. On
December 16, 1950, the President of the United
States declared the existence of a state of national
emergency. He said in part,
I summon all citizens to make a united effort for the
security and well being of our beloved country and to
place its needs foremost in thoughts and action that
the fu!l moral and material strength of the nation may
be readied for the danger which threatens us.

Economic self interest, then, was to be subordinated to the nations' interest.
Yet steel was sold a t two or three times the
normal price. This steel gray market, more or less
active since the end of World War 11, now increased in size. Most steel distributors did not
participate in the gray market. Was it because
they were heeding the President's appeals? Were
those distributors who did participate unconcerned
about national security? Or were the distributors
in and out of the gray market concerned with other
factors? T o formulate these questions more precisely and to seek answers to them, a study was
undertaken of steel distributors-warehousemen
and brokers who buy steel from mills as well as
other sources and sell it to manufacturers and
other distributors.'
1 Steel distributors of
the Chicago Metropolitan
Area were interviewed. Names of steel distribution
firms were drawn from two sources: (1) the 1950
edition of the Standard Metal Divectory and ( 2 ) firms
listed in the 1951 Chicago Classified Telepizone Directory,
but not listed in the 1950 edition. Firms falling into
the sample were telephoned and an appointment made
for a n interview.

The increased demand for steel following the
outbreak of the Korean War was the basis of the
gray market. Steel mills could not increase production enough to meet the increased demand.
Nor did the mills increase the price of steel enough
to reduce the demand. However, there was some
increase in supply. The expensive imported steel,
conversion steel, and steel produced a t hand mills3
became competitive and found a market. Most of
this added supply was sold a t a reasonable mark-up
over costs; yet, it was still below the price which
some customers were willing to pay. Some distributors, finding a market a t higher prices, sold steel
for whatever the market would bear. This high
priced steel was characteristic of the gray market,
Participants in the gray market are those who sold
steel a t the highest price a t which they could find
a customer, or who reported that they often sold
twenty-five percent or more of their steel to nonend users. And usually both activities were practiced by the same men. This definition is based
upoil the activities condemned by the government
as made evident in Senate hearings, public appeals, and finally as proscribed in Ceiling Price
Ten percent of the sample refused to be interviewed,
but this refusal rate was about the same for the samp!e
drawn from the Metal Directory and Telephone
Directory. Eighteen percent delayed the interview or
were unavailable and when sufficient interviews had
been collected they were not contacted further because
they had been contacted in the late stages of the field
work. I n the light of past experience, most would have
been interviewed if pursued further. Twenty-six percent could not be located, presumably having left the
business-a few distributors who had left their businesses were interviewed to compensate for this possible
bias, but this reduced the randomness of the sample.
Occasionally prodded by the interviewer, the respondents were generally frank. This is indicated by
the respondents' admission of violations of government
regulations and by checks, when possible, from Senate
hearings a i d comments by one respondent about
another.
3Ingots produced a t one mil! may be rolled a t
another mill into h i s h e d steel forms; this is known a s
conversion steel. Hand mills rcfer to mills in which
the steel is not produced in a single continuous process.

NATIOlVAL SECUIZITY AND CONDUCT IN S T E E L GRAY M S R K E T

Regulation 98. Gray market activities were not
illegal until after the regulation was issued in
December 1951.
Economic conduct, like all social conduct, is
carried on within a normative order. This is particularly evident when some members of the society try to change the normative significance of
some phases of economic conduct. The government's appeals and regulations during a national
emergency may create such a situation. But the
degree to which motives for economic activity and
the allocation of economic resources are normatively re-defined by the government and the degree
to which members of the society accept and internalize the new definitions has not been extensively
studied. I n this article an important aspect of this
process will be examined: the role of national security considerations as defined by tile goziernment
in the conduct of the steel distributor^.^
CONSJDERATIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY
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the steel distributors i!lterviewed. I n doing so, it
is advisable to simplify the analysis by interpreting the meaning of national security as the government did. Telling arguments could be madc
for other interpretdtioas, but the government's
attempt to introduce national security considerations into economic conduct makes this a relevant
and significant assumption.
Two stages must be distinguished in the acceptance of national security considerations as defined
by the government. First, the distributors must
accept national security as the ultimate standard
by which economic action is evaluated. Second,
the distributors must agree with the inferences
drawn from this standard by the government. I n
this case, they must agree that economic controls
are necessary, and they must agree with the definitions of improper economic conduct implicit in
them. In discussing this second stage of acceptance, we shall consider its relevance for the distributors' actual conduct.

AND ECONOMIC CONDUCT

The distributors rarely volunteered references
to any national values in discussing their own activity. Distributors who did not participate in the
gray market did not explain their conduct by
reference to national security. This appears striking. Since they were doing the "right thing," why
not claim the most noble motives for conforming?
The fact that they made no such claim might be
taken as evidence that national values did not
provide the framework for their conduct. But we
would regard protestations of patriotism with suspicion. Perhaps that is the point: "hard-headed"
businessmen must not display sentimentality.
Perhaps they put themselves in a selfishly practical light as a demonstration of their business-like
qualities.
Consequently, we cannot accept the distributors' denials of the influential role of national
considerations a t face value. We must examine,
inferentially a t times, a t what points and to what
degree national security considerations appear to
be relevant for the evaluations and conduct of
4The Government may induce compliance to its
deiinitions of proper economic conduct not only by
appealing to shared values such as national security,
but also by (1) altering the situation within which
action is taken, e.g., by economic measures such as
restriction of credit, by (2) issuing regulations and
obtaining compliance through coercion or habits of
obedience. Furthermore, persons following patterns of
conduct because of one of the above reasons frequently
come to define the conduct as legitimate after a time.

Economic Acfittity within a ~Vational
Secllrity Context
Xone of the steel distributors expressed an unwillingness to view economic activity in terms oi
national security. They implied that national security was properly a more legitimate standard
than personal economic gain, or responsibility to
family or employees, or "natural economic laws,"
or production ior a higher standard of living, or
service to humanity or God. Undoubtedly, the
experience of World War I1 and the propaganda
concerning the vital role of behind-the-lines economic activity helped convince them of this.
The distributors did discuss government controls in terms of national needs and nearly all felt
that the government could act as the agent of the
national welfare, that it could control economic
activity for the sake of national interest-in ait
emergemy. Even those who apparently questioned
the right of the government to control economic
activity, merely suggested that the government
would not in fact be serving the best interests of
the nation by introducing controls. However, the
criterion of national security was still accepted.
Although there was willingness to accept national security considerations as an ultimate
standard in an emergency, there was a question
whether an emergency existed so that the standard was operative. Thus, it was necessary to ascertain the distributors' perception of the degree of
danger facing the United States.
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Wit11al~xostno exceptions, the men interviewed
saw no imminent danger froni Soviet Russia. I n
fact, most doubted that there would be a major
lvar in the foreseeable future. T h e conviction that
war was not imminent left the steel distributors
in a situation which they found difficult to define.
I n their experience, either the nation mas at war,
or it was at peace. T n e y felt that they Bnew what
was required o f a man in each of those situations.
T h e following characterization of the clarity o f
the call during World War I1 is typical.
I t was hardly a free enterprise system [during World
War 111-there were so many rules and regulations. But
I believed in them then; we were fighting for our lives.
There was no question about it. And the government
ran things well. And we certainly produced; and that
was what we were supposed to do.

T h e World W a r period was romarlticized, but that
was partly because of the vagueness o f the current
situation. Kational demands are fuzzy in a twilight peace.
I n short, while acknowledgment of the supremacy of national security considerations \vas readily
admitted for certain conditions, such as total war,
those conditions were not clearly present during
TABLEI.
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Totals
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8
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I

Total war inevitable or
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danger. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 . 5 2
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2

I
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PARTICIPATION I N T F I E GRAY MARKET

BY

V I E W S OF T H E S O V I E T D A N G E R

Participation in
Gray Market
Views oi Soviet Danger

Totals
Non-participant

/

Totals.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total war inevitable or
imminent . . . . . . . . . . . .
I<ecurrent crises or little
danger. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Participant

43

15
28

the period of limited mar. T h e distributors apparently believed that the danger was sufficient
to warrant an extensive defense program and the
~.ithdra\val of productive factors from the civilian
economy that that entailed. However, most distributors did not agree with the specific inferences
that the government made about what was improper steel distribution conduct. This appears t o
be evidence that they did not believe that the
United States faced danger and therefore did not
accept the government inferences. T h e data permit us to test that hypothesis.
Agreement with tile Inferences Made
by the Government
Some differences in the distributors' sense of
foreign danger was discernible. This makes it possible to ascertain whether those distributors who
perceived a serious and immediate threat t o the
security of the United states, and who might have
acknowledged the primacy of security considerations, tended to accept the legitimacy o f government controls and the definitions of improper conduct implicit in them.
Almost half o f the distributors thought that a
total war was inevitable, but only one respondent
thought that it was imminent. A majority thought
that it was more likely there would be a series o f
localized conflicts or that Soviet Russia would not
dare attack the United States.
T h e interesting fact is that there was no meaningful pattern of association between these views
and evaluations of the propriety of selling steel at
the highest possible price. Kor was there any association between views o f the Soviet threat and
support for Ceiling Price Regulation 98 (Table 1).
Nor was there any association between participation in the gray market and views of the Soviet
threat (Table 2 ) . Similarly, there was no pattern
of association between evaluations o f the Korean
hostilities or the general foreign policy and evaluations of steel distribution activities or actual conduct.
These findings clarify the question posed earlier:
did the distributors believe that the threat t o the
security of the nation was sufficient t o be given
primacy? A t least in a period when national securi t y did not appear t o be in dire and irnrnediate
peril, the variations in beliefs about that danger
apparently were not sufficient to be related to
acceptance o f government deductions o f improper
economic conduct. National considerations can be

IVATIOXAL SECURITY A N D CONDUCT I N .STEEL G1LI J T M A R K E T

accepted as an ultimate standard, but that acceptance may be so general that it has little relevance
for the evaluation of specific activities. Thus, we
have evidence that the acceptance of government
definitions of improper economic conduct is not
determined by considerations of national security.
The distributor may agree with the goyernment's definitions because he is in agreement
about the national peril. But it is also possible
that the simple authority of the government might
suffice to convince the distributor that what it
supports must be desirable. What knowledge of
American orientations toward authority we do
have makes us suspect that possibility however.
I11 fact, most of the steel distributors did not seem
to be strongly influenced by the position of the
government. The distributors were asked if the
government had the right to pass the controls that
it did. They tended to answer the question by
evaluating the controls. If the controls were
thought to be useful, then the government had
the right to issue them; if the controls were
thought to be unnecessary, then the government
did not have the right.
I t is possible, of course, that the distributors
were actually influenced by the government's
sponsorship of the controls, but either were unaware of this influence or else would not admit
it. One way to test this possibility is to find out
if the distributors who acknowledged more authority to the government tended to have the
same definitions of improper economic conduct as
that which the government urged. One basis of
governmental authority was selected to test this
possibility: evaluations of the personal qualities
of the government officials. Three categories of
distributors were distinguished: (1) those who
evaluated the officials as, on the whole, competent
and correct in their intentions, (2) those who
evaluated them as having the right intentions,
but often, or a t some levels, incompetent, and (3)
those who thought the officials had neither right
intentions nor were sufficiently competent.
A positive association was found between higher
evaluations of the officials and approval of CPR
98 ('Table 3). This finding is contrary to the earlier
assertion that the distributors were not influenced
by the position of the government. The issue is
too complex, however, to warrant a simple reversal
of the earlier hypothesis. Evaluations of the personal qualities of the officials and of the regulations issued by them seemed close enough in the

TABLE3.
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OF CElLING PRICE REGULATIOK

98

BY EVALUATION OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
--

I

/
Evaluations of Government
Officials

Totals . . . . .

. .

....

I

Approval of CPR 98

; :2(

1

CPR is

not a good
regulation
a good but something was
needed

02
'2

22
8E

I

!2
4

Competent and right intentioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Some ii~competency but
right intentioned . . . . . . .
Some incompetency and
wrong intentioned . . . .

minds of the distributors so that a positive association was found. Yet, when questioned about
patterns of behavior that were condemned in the
regulation, the association disappeared. Evaluations of the personal qualities of the officials were
not related to whether or not a distributor thought
it was proper or improper to sell steel a t the highest possible prices. The same random relationship
was found between evaluations of the officials and
participation or non-participation in the gray
market. Thus, the evidence indicates that acceptance of specific government definitions of improper
economic conduct was not, in this case, based
upon the authority of the government."
I t is necessary to point out three factors in this
case that limit the application of the finding. First,
only one basis of government authority-personal
qualities of the officials-was tested. Other bases oi
authority might very well have been more relevant, but
insufficient data were collected to test them.
Second, the range of evaluations about the oficials
was not great. There were those who distrusted the
officials and those who did not; but there were few who
had great faith in them. Perhaps only extreme admiration or distrust of the issuing grnup is transferred to
the orders that they issue.
Third, attitudes toward governrnerlt officials are to
some extent a partisan issue. Distrust of government
oficials (under a Democratic administration) hat1
become allnost an article of faith among some Midwest
Republicans. I t was these men who in large proportion
were Insiders and who conformed to traditional prices
and practices. On the other hand, many of those who
were outside of that system, in large lueasure Jewish,
were Democrats. This fact may also afiect the lack of
relationship between views of the Soviet threat and
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ment evaluations are distinguished according to
their positions on four items. T y p e I is relatively
IIi THE GRAY MARKET
consistent. They believed that the controls were
necessary, that C P R 98 was necessary and a good
Type of Acceptance of Government
Norms
regulation. Of the thirteen men, all but three bei
lieved that steel should not be sold a t the highest
obtainable prices and all but four others attacked
the gray marketers.
T y p e 2 is less consistent. These distributors
tended to reject the government evaluations about
the propriety of economic controls and of C P R
Totals
98, but they did not tend to support the specific
proscriptions against charging what the market
would bear and the negative evaluations of the
gray market and gray marketers.
T y p e 3 is equally inconsistent. Distributors belonging to this category supported government
On the whole, the evidence presented thus far
controls and C P R 98; but they rejected the prodoes not show any consistent determinant of acscriptions of charging the highest obtainable
ceptance of government definitions. Yet steel disprices and the negative evaluations of the gray
tributors did vary in their acceptance of the govmarket and the gray marketers.
ernment norms. I11 order to explain this variation
T y p e 4 is generally consistent. They rejected
\ye must consider a very different hypothesis than
all four items with the exception of nine of the
these considered so far. That is, perhaps participasixteen men in this type who did believe that some
tion or non-participation in the gray market deeconomic controls were necessary a t the time.
termines acceptance of government nornlative
We expect men who are not in the gray market
definitions. Of course, even if we did find that
to feel free to condemn gray market activities.
variations in the acceptance of government norms
Indeed they were motivated to do so by their
were associated with business activity, we might
evaluations of the gray marketers as men who
conclude that that acceptance, however deterwere taking advantage of the situation in an unmined, was the factor that then determined parcolleague manner. Similarly, the rejection of the
ticipation in the gray market. Before deciding
proscriptions and evaluations of gray market acwhich is the case, let us first note whether of not
tivities was a frequent occurrence among those in
there was in fact any association between business
the gray market. We ~ ~ o u expect
ld
people to reject
activity and acceptance of government norms.
values and beliefs whose acceptance ~vouldrequire
Table 4 reveals that the acceptance of the governa denigration of their own activities. I n defending
ment's norms was related to participation in the
their activities, the gray marketers resorted to
gray market. Steel distributors who were in the
many devices for support. For example, some
gray market rejected the government claims; disviewed the government's regulations as the result
tributors not in the gray market tended to define
of their competitors' machinations. The large
gray market activities as wrong Let us look closely
warehousemen, they thought, had written C P R
a t these men in order to appreciate the complexity
98. Other gray marketers did not point only to
of the relationship between the activity engaged
the maliciousness and power of the large corporaupon and the evaluations of that activity.
tions. To them the world seemed to be a jungle of
I n Table 4, four types of acceptance of govern- men fighting for personal advantage. Government
controls were one of the possible clubs in the
acceptance of the government definitions, since vievs fight-available to the highest bidder,
of foreign threat and foreign policy are affected by
M ~ C, , was a ~
j old veteran,
~ unmarried;
~
~
party identification (George Bellcilap and Angus
he had been in many businesses-whatever seemed
Campbell, "Political Party Identification and Attitudes
Foreign Polic.,,,, PILbliC Opinion QILartevly, lucrative a t the time. H e and his brother went into
xv [winter 19j1-19521, 601-623.) ~h~ small nulnber steel distribution late in 1951. I n attacking C P R
98 Mr. C . argued,
of cases made it impossible to test this interpretation.
ACCEPTANCE OF GOVERTVMENT NORMS

IMPROPER ECONOMIC ACTIVITY BY PARTICIPATION

-

~

NATIONAL SECLTRITI' AlTD COL\'DC'CT

Those that have steel mill contacts nude up that law.
They did it to get rid of the daisy chain. But they're
not only getting rid of then; they're unfair; it's
discriminatory; it's not Aillericatl
It's not going to help the mar efmrt. The nlanufacturers
are not going to sell steel likc they did, and that will
mean there'll be less steel available.
i t is difficult to evaluate to what extent some of
these charges are significant ways that Mr. C.
viewed CPR 98, or expedient ways to oppose it;
l ~ u hlr.
t
C. returned again and again to one of the
charges in the above catalogue
As far as the new regulations, I know there was a little
corruption involved in that. if. lot of money was
involved to put the biokers out of business. . . .it's
like here, if you pay off a policeman. I t doesn't make
any difference if the Republicaiis or Democrats are in
power.

h l ~C
. . deals with tlie government claims by attributing their origin to selfish motives. I n a society of such claims, his own wishes have equal
legitimacy with those of anyone else.
Other gray marketers were able to argue, apparently with self-conviction, that they were doing
the right thing. We might discount favorable
evaluations of gray market activities by those in
the gray market as inere rationalizations made
necessary by the desire to do business in psychic
comfort. But such evaluations may have been
sincerely held in some cases witl-iout say feelings
of guilt. After all, we do recognize that: (1) evalutions of the gray market contrary to those made
by the government might be reasonable-certainly, many persons who were not in the gray
market did have contrary evaluations, and (2)
Inen may act in accordance with the constraints
of the situation and not with their own evaluation of what is proper. These points will be clear
if we examine those inen in Table 4 whose activity
does fzot seem to be reiated to their acceptance or
rejection or the government norms. Five explanations for these deviant cases are noteworthy.
1. Identi$catiow of natioltal ifztc~estzuith self iw
Iciest. Men object to altering the nation even in
order to defend it; if certain freedoms are perceived
as a basic quality of the nation, surrender of them
will be resisted. The characteristics of the nation
that appear to be the most inseparable from it
are often those whicll the individual most enjoys.
I'le tends to identify his way of life with the pational way of life. :Ittempts to change his way of

I A T S T E E L G K A Y AJARICET
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life are un-American. Thus, most of the distributors who were not engaged in gray market activities nevertheless rejected the government evaluations.
This opposition to the government controls as
un-American could receive support from the business subculture. A trade niagazine closed one editorial with the words,

. . . unless steps are taken promptly and vigorously to
reverse the trend of increasing government monopoly
on every phase of activity of individuals and corporntions, our country is cioomed.6
X news iten1 related that General Motors bought
Chinese nickel ions from a Fornlosan broker, paying $1.20 a pound, and concluded, "The price of
nickel anodes from regular sources is 63 cents a
pound. G. M, paid more tlian double the normal
price, but it increased its supply of nickel. Such is
the ingenuity called for by today's unusual conditions."'
2. Partisa?~political a~ztagotzisnt.Support for opposition to the governnient's claims was also to
be found in partisan politics. The Chicago Tribune
editorialized about the report on the steel gray
market by the Senate subconlmittee under the
chairnlanship of Senator Moody.
Cornnlon sense should have told Mr. &Iootlythat these
men were not parasites and were in fact performing a
most usef~ul service. Obviously the processors who
needed steel didn't know where to get it for less and
wouldn't have got it at all except for the hrokers who
found it for them.. . .
The red parasites are the well paid New Deal bureaucrats whose price fixing has served no economic purpose.=
-

Steel, CXXIX (December 24, 1951), 25.
Steel, CXXVII (August 21, 1950), 54. On the
other hand, one widely read trade daily explained in
one editorial: "Some /scrap/ yard dealers have berated
us for failing to perform our job of quoting the highest
prices they are being oflered by a few buyers who are
violati~lgthe /voluntary price/ formula. . . . I t does
not follo\r that quoting such overformula prices . . . is
our duty when: first, it is definitely not clear that more
than a small poltion of total sales are over ceiling,
and second, in so doing we \iould be lending powerful
support to those whose indifference to the economic
security of the nation at this time does not betoken the
highest form of patriotism." (Anzerican Metal -iIarket,
November 10, 1950).
The Cizicago Tribzme, January 21, 1952.
8
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Although there was no over all pattern of relationship between evaluations of goverment officials
and acceptance of government definitions, some
steel distributors were so antagonistic to the government that they found it impossible to agree
with the government evaluations. For example, a
major executive in one of the large m~arehouses,
Mr. Q., began to explain the government policy
favorably, but then recanted as if he found himself betraying the business community.
Like I sell to you and you sell to your brother-in-law
and your brother-in-law sells back to me and that way
they boost the prices up from four cents to sixteen
cents. . . . They should have passed regulations against
that. Though busi~lesswould have taken care of that
ourselves [sic]. They were selling auton~obilesand you
had to pay something under the table. There are always
those fringe elements.
The conflict between the businessman and the
government strongly affects Mr. Q.'s view of the
role of the government in deiining improper economic conduct. I n explaining the reason for the
government controls, Mr. Q. said,
We were too weak-kneed back in the 1930's. We let
the government take over and now it's gotten so that
the government is running everything. They never had
a good reason. All they do is build up their own power.
They use these crises as excuses for increasing their
control.
Thus, some distributors were members of a business subculture that was politically hostile to the
actions of a New Deal-Fair Deal Administration.
3. con side ratio^> of the Jacts of the situatio~z.I n
only a few cases did it appear that an argument
as to the facts of the situation was an independent
basis for disagreement with the government's interpretations of what was to be done. Even some
of those who thought that the steel shortage was
not great thought that the criteria of improper
economic conduct the government presented were
correct and that controls were necessary in the
eventuality of a steel strike or an increase in hostilities.
4. Com$artmentalizatiolz of $z~blicideals and business transactions. Now we turn to those distributors who participated in the gray market and who
nevertheless accepted a portion of the government
proscriptions. All the men in the gray market
agreed with the government that national security
was a prime consideration and the nation faced a
dangerous threat to its security. This created a

problem of adjustment for all of them. As we
noted earlier, most gray marketers interpreted
their conduct so that it served national values
other than national security or served national
security in ways the govern~nentofficials did not
understand.
Still other gray marketers of types 3 and 4
compartmentalized their evaluations iron1 their
conduct.
Perhaps the gray marketers' general agreement
with the government is on a different level than
their concerns in a particular transaction. Indeed,
it would seem to be. The day-to-day pressures
consist of the telephone calls of a friend or prospective large custonler who pleads for steel; of
offers of steel; of a colleague recounting a "killing";
and they include the inducements to buy a new
automobile or a new home.
This compartmentalization of general views of
improper economic conduct from views of particular business transactions is one way of dealiug
with conflicting claims. Inconsistencies are not
perceived, and if they are pointed out, the rejoinder is, "that's too deep for me." However, thi,
shifting of perspective from context to context
cannot be regarded only as a, way of escaping
from the strain of conflicting obligations. The same
inconsistencies, vagaries, and compartmentalizations are to be found among those who did not
engage in activities they felt were condemned by
the government. T i e y existed among distributorwho had no immediate motivation for them.
One reason for this is clear. The everyday activities are carried on with concrete persons and,
in a sense, momentary pressures. T o see them in
a wider time, or geographical, or social context is
not a natural phenomenon; it must be learned.
Most businessmen have learned to consider the
wider effect of business practices only upon their
own business-that is the essence of concern about
reputation. Few have learned to consider the effect
of business practices upon national security.
5 . Co~zJessionsof guilt. While most of those in
the gray market dealt with government's evaluations and proscriptions in one of the ways already
indicated, two men in the sample accepted the
government's claims, viewed their conduct in the
light of them, but nevertheless continued the activity. They pointed out that their activity was
profitable, but having accepted the legitimacy of
the government definitions, they felt guilty and
ashamed.
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Mr. I%,who had been in the steel gray market
for two years, defended the government regulations and attacked the gray market because the
high prices "upsets the economy," reselling steel
raised the price to the manufacturers.
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not find evidence that acceptance or rejection of
the government's norms determined participation
or non-participation in the gray market. Rejection of government interpretations of national security seemed to be a form of adjustment to gray
market activity. Most of those distributors whose
There was an unreasonable profit in that. The profits behavior conformed to government proscriptions
were made by persons who weren't legitimately in the rejected many aspects of the government norms.
business. Not that it wasn't legal, but it just wasn't
However, acceptaace of the government definiright. I don't like CI'R 98 personally: it's out for my
tions was associated with conduct in conformity
profits; but it's a good law {or the country.
with them in most, even if not all, cases.
So how can we have confidence in the conclusion
Mr. FI. made a vitriolic attack against the gray
that participation in the gray market was more
marketers.
determining of than determined by agreement with
Those steel brokers and jobbers . . . weren't worried government norms? We have two sets of evidence.
about future customers . . . had no ethics about One set has been discussed thus far. We found
business. You're not going to hear many brokers say
that acceptance of gover~lmentnorms was largely
that, but that's the truth. There are twenty-five or
indepei~derit
oi beliefs about the degree of threat
thirty of us in the Chicago area. We made more in one
year than a dean of your university would make in ten to national security or of evaluations about government officials. This indicates that acceptance
years. I don't think that's right. . . .
of government nornls was not determined by facUnderstand, I'm glad it happened. If it all happened tors outside of the business situation so that it
again, I'd do the same thing, hut sometinles I felt could act as a n independent force in determining
ashamed of myself. I knew that some manufacturer on participation in the gray market.
[he south side had to lay off forty ~vorkersbecause he
If another set of evidence indicated what did
couldn't afford to pay for the steel that I had lying in determine participation in the gray market, we
the warehouse doing nothing. . . . Still, the big comwould have more confidence in the conclusions
panies were willing to pay the money.
drawn here. That evidence was presented in anMr. H. related his ecoiloinic conduct to national other article0 and can only be briefly summarized
here. Participation in the gray market was largely
security with a sense of guilt,
explained in terms of the business situation within
l was an officer in the armed forccs. You know, I mas which types of steel distributors operated. Four
called up again, when the Korean War started, but I types of distributors were distinguished.
Kas deferred because I was in an essential industry.
Some were warehousenlen and had access to
Essential! Being in the gray market-that was my
domestic mill steel; they were the Insiders. The
essential business!
other types of distributors did not have access to
Why did bar. H. continue, after the issuance of domestic mill steel. These were categorized accordCPR 98, in actions which were then illegal? H e ing to the way in which they related themselves
said he thought it was foolish, and he did not know to the ~varehousesystem. Classification was based
upon questions about: (1) their expectations upon
why, h e only mentioned an expensive family.
entering the steel distribution business, (2) the
characterizations of the steel business they would
CONCLUSIONS
prefer, (3) and their attitudes toward others in
We began this article by noting that the governsteel distribution. Besides the Insiders, then, were
ment attempted to modify the normative definisome distributors who wanted to become part of
tions of steel distribution activity in accord with
the systern; they were the Strivers. Still others did
its interpretation of national security consideranot strive to become part of the system; content
tions. m7edid find that distributors whose behavior
to remain marginal to it, they were the Complecollformed to the definitions often agreed ~ v i t h
me~ttovs.
Finally there were those who were not
those desnitions, and distributors who did not
conforin usually did not agree with the definitions.
"ouis
Kriesberg, "Occupational Controls among
But in the discussion of the association between Steel Distributors," The Aqnerica17 J o z ~ r n a lof Sociology,
conduct and evaluations of that conduct, we did LXI (November 1955), 203-212.
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striving to become part of it and were not concerned with a long run complementary relationship; they were the "operators" who wanted to
make their money quickly and move on: the
Transieizts.
The Insiders were restrained from participation
in the gray market because of the expectations of
their suppliers, customers, and colleagues. The
Strivers and Complementors faced more ambiguous constraints, largely from their customers, and
only a fourth of them participated in the gray
market. The Transients felt no restraints from
their business associates; indeed, they felt some
encouragement to participate in the gray market-and they did so. These findings support the
interpretation that participation was largely determined by factors other than the acceptance of
the government definitions, and agreement with
the government norms was largely determined
by participation or non-participation in the gray
market.
Before accepting this conclusion, however, we
must look a t this study in a larger context. First,
the men discussed were all active steel distributors, men who had to make some psychic adjustment to the activity in which they were engaged.
Perhaps men who accepted the government proscriptions and found they could not conform to
them simply did not become, or continue to be,
steel distributors. Although no systematic sampling of men in related industries was made, about
fifteen steel producers, scrap dealers, manufacturers of steel products, and dealers in non-ferrous
metals were interviewed. I n most cases, when they
had the opportunity of participating in steel distribution as a gray marketer and did not do so,
business considerations rather than considerations
of national security as defined by the government
seemed to be determinative. Only in some related
cases did national security considerations seem
significant. For example, a dealer in non-ferrous
metals related,

He resolved the conflict by withdrawing from the
business-he took a "vacation" for several months.
By then new controls and the end of scare buying
had created order in his trade.
This leads us to a second qualification that nlust
be made. I n presenting the evidence, the issues
have been simplified by asking simply whether or
not government norms determined business conduct. Of course, in actuality, government evaluations and proscriptions were one set of factors
among many others. The role played by those
factors depended in each case upon the importance
of all the other factors.
Fire would therefore expect that among distributors who faced conflicting or ambiguous pressures
in their business position, government proscriptions would have a larger role tlian among distributors facing clear business constraints. The
pressures facing the Complementors and Strivers
were more equivocal than was the case of the
other types of distributors. Their colleagues, customers, and suppliers had more varied expectations
as to their conduct and granted them a wider range
of possible activity. I t is significant that government definitions of national security and proper
economic conduct did play a more significant role
among these men than among the other steel distributors.
For example, Mr. T., a Complementor, was an
iron and steel scrap broker who sometimes sold
new steel. At the outbreak of the Korean hostilities, he joined the game of buying and selling steel
a t spiralling prices. But after President Truman's
appeal against price increases, in December, 1950,
Mr. T . stopped dealing in the gray market. EZe
"wanted to comply with the request," explaining,

After June, 1950, we were making money; prices were
going up and up-you could charge whatever you
wanted. I remember, someone called me up to sell me
some metal. And he asked a terrific price. I got sore.
I told him, how could he ask such prices when there
was a war on, when our soldiers were getting killed. A
few months later I felt like apologizing to him. I was in
it too. You couldn't keep back. In those boon1 days we
made so much money I had a bad conscience.

This concern for price stability was part of Mr.
T's general conservatism. After a while he withdrew from the new steel market entirely, because
he expected a break in the market and did not
want to have any inventory. H e constantly referred to himself as "bearish," expecting prices to
drop and selling early.
Thus, for Mr. T. and some others, national se-

We wanted to avoid price controls. In December, 1950,
we were getting the Hell beat out of us in Korea. I
thought we had little to gain and something to lose by
going ahead the way we were. By we, I mean the
industry. I thought prices were running away; I wanted
to get back to normal prices.
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curity considerations, as interpreted by the government did play an important role in their
conduct. Rut in hfr. T.'s case, as in the others,
several other factors were supportive. He had no
great hostility to the Administration that had to
be overcome in order to agree with its interpretation of what was best for the national interest.
Additional factors were important in influencing
his actual conduct. Mr. T. did not deal in high
price steel partly because his cautiousness made
him fearful of a price drop. Also, his scrap business
was such that he could restrict his new steel sales
without endangering his livelihood.
I n short, government definitions play only a
minor role, among many other factors, in structuring the normative perception of conduct and
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thus influencing the choice of conduct. This is
true even where actual conduct does conform to
the appeals and regulations of the government.1°
Of course, national values in general, and even
national security considerations as defined by the
government, may be more significant in other circumstances. National values, for example, may
serve to legitimate stringent government measures,
particularly for those not directly affected. But
the point is that national values do not directly
determine conduct so that collective action will be
pursued.
10 For a general discussion see Morton Grodzins, The
Loyal and tlze Disloyal (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1956), esp. pp. 39-68.

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE STUDY OF
PSYCHIATRIC WARDS*
E. P. BANKS
Wake Forcst Collgc

T

HERE is a growing concern with methodology in the conduct of research in
tlie social sciences. This is a healthy
tendency insofar as it leads to the improvement
of techniques and the critical use of them. I t is
unhealthy when the preoccupation with n~ethodoloby leads to the sacrifice of breadth or depth
in theoretical and factual dimensions. When, for
example, sources of financial support choose anlong
applicants on purely metl~odological criteria or
even when they merely insist on an elaborate
statement of research design in advance, the tendency may have undesirable results.
T o the extent that theory determines method,
the methodology of a specific research project may
be planned in advance. Rut method also depends
on the subject matter of research; techniques have
to be tailored to fit the concrete (and often highly
refractory) phenomena that are the subject of
study. If enough is known about the subject
matter as the result of previous research, of course,
methodological planning can benefit. The anthropologist who neglects to inform himself concerning
" This is an expanded version of a paper read before
the seventeenth annual meeting of the Southern
Sociological Society, Atlanta, Georgia, March 25, 1954.

the experience of other investigators in eliciting
response from the members of the tribe he intends
to study or the industrial sociologist who fails to
draw on the counsel of previous students deserves
only censure.
Yet in spite of the most careful preparation
there is a limit to the pre-planning of methodology.
Unexpected problems will always be encountered,
and unexpected opportunities, too. Allowance must
be made for a certain amount of trial and error,
and there must be a willingness to improvise new
techniques and sometimes to abandon techniques
that looked good on paper. The methodology of a
successful piece of research may represent a considerable modification or amplification of the original research design.
This may be illustrated by the experience of a
research team of anthropologists and sociologists
in studying the culture and social structure of a
large neuropsychiatric hospital.' The problem was
'The research on which this paper is based was
conducted for the Veterans Administration by the
Institute for Research in Social Science, University of
North Carolina. Project stafi during the period covered
by the paper con~prisedJohn Gillin, director; Frank hl.
I,eBar, executive director; the writer, field supervisor;
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